Junglinster : Dating with Nature !

In the commune of Junglinster there are 23 hiking trails, which are all excellently marked and in good
condition, easy to access for young and old.
In order to encourage citizens to make use of these hiking trails, the municipality of Junglinster, in
collaboration with the asbl < LËNSTER TRËPPLER, has taken the initiative to establish the JONGLËNSTER
TRËPPEL-CUP.
The hiking trails can be consulted at any time and downloaded in a PDF from the site:
https://www.Junglinster.lu/commune/tourisme/
Here you can find further information as to the Trails as well a Global Trail-Card. Brochures for each
trail are also available at the municipal office, as well as in the pavilion, at the start of each trail.
The trails are consistently marked with these signs:

The starting points are:
- Pavilion in the parking at the “Freinen” football field
- Pavilion on the Biergerbierg - road CR122 between Bourglinster and Gonderange
- Pavilion in the parking above Bourglinster Castle
- Godbrange
: Bus stop opposite the church
- Beidweiler
: Bus stop in front of the school
- Rodenbourg : Bus stop crossing of CR122 / CR129
- Eschweiler
: Bus stop in front of the church

Should the hiker on the hike see a problem such as a fallen tree blocking the track, damaged markings
or infrastructure, etc., he is kindly asked to report it on the site Info@Lenstertreppler.lu or by phone
on 691 156 891.

RULES
Participation at the JONGLËNSTER TRËPPEL-CUP is free of charge.
The hiker can download the rules, the map of each of the hiking trails, as well as the AGENDA, from
the municipality’s official website, and on the hiking club’s website www.lenstertreppler.lu;
The hiker is free to plan his own schedule for walking the different hiking trails, - and this with no
time limit;
The hiker will take a photo during every walk, as a proof that he has walked the trail. That photo
should be done preferably on + - the half way point and with a trailmark on the photo, alternatively,
the hiker can save the walk in a “Walker’s App”;
The hiker enters the date of his hike in his AGENDA, and whether he took a photo or made a save in
his “Walker’s App”;
The hiker has the opportunity to get 3 different “honors” certificates, in chronological order:
• BRONZE : after 50 km of walked trails, where no trail should be walked twice;
• SILVER : after 100 km of walked trails, where no trail is walked twice;
• GOLD : if they walk all the trails, which means 210.5 km!
The hiker should send his AGENDA, along with either his photo or saved trail-proof to:
info@lenstertreppler.lu, where the check will be carried out and the agenda validated
If the agenda is valid, the hiker is entitled to a certificate.
The signed and completed certificate, will be sent to the hiker by e-mail, so that they can decide
whether to print it out or save it;
Hiking is at your own risk. Dogs are to be kept on a leash. Keep the roads, the forest and the
environment clean please.
In the event of an accident, telephone 112 and, if possible, report the nearest pole number.
By sending the agenda the hiker accepts these rules and agrees that his photographs may eventually
be published.
In addition, interested hikers can once a year have their hiking performance certified
with an IVV STAMP. In cooperation with the Luxembourg Walking Federation and in
accordance with international IVV rules, after a payment of 20 € to the FLMP account
CCP LU90 1111 0469 4089 0000 note : “Jonglënster Trëppel-Cup”, a certificate and a
fabric patch will be sent to the hiker. An entry of 10 Participation stamps and a 211km
inscription in the respective performance book will as well be done.
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